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Playground 

Surfacing Solutions

Dura-Sport offers a full range of playground 
surfacing solutions. Whether for a new 
build play area or the refurbishment of an 
existing facility, we provide expert advice, 
creative design and first class installation 
to create a safe and inspiring environment 
for children to play. Our comprehensive 
range of surface options can be integrated 
into any environment, from landscaping 
natural recreation areas to providing impact 
absorbency of up to 3.4 metres under large 
play structures.

Impact Play is Dura-Sport’s own play and recreational surfacing 
system. 

It offers a comprehensive selection of twenty two systems, providing 
critical fall heights of up to 3.4 metres. It achieves outstanding 
performance at highly competitive prices. The range is further 
enhanced by the choice of two contrasting surface options - the 
highly durable and versatile Impact Carpet which is available in 14 
colours or the extremely popular natural appearance of Impact Grass.

In addition to being a cost effective playground surfacing solution 
on new playground constructions, Impact Play provides an 
environmentally friendly solution to refurbish or regenerate old play 
areas into ‘as new’ condition at a significantly reduced cost. Impact 
Play surfacing can be laid over wet pour rubber, tiles and even 
sand pits without the need to remove insitu materials. This not only 
eliminates the requirement to dispose of old materials via landfill, 
but reduces the groundwork required and minimises downtime. The 
result is the play area being transformed and put back into operation 
faster and more cost effectively than would have been historically 
possible.



Loose Fills 
Loose fill surfaces can take the form of play grade bark, woodchip, 
gravel or sand. This type of surface can be utilised in parks, open 
spaces, schools and nurseries to provide all-year-round play. The 
surface is retained in an excavated pit or by using log retaining walls. 
All loose fill materials require cleaning, raking and topping up to 
maintain the consistent depths required to comply with European 
standards.

Rubber Play Tiles
Rubber play tiles can be utilised where an existing concrete base 
exists as a budget alternative to wet pour rubber. They are simple to 
install with a minimal amount of wastage.

Play-Safe
The Play-Safe system applies a simple method of combining varying 
layers of shock pad with a Play-Safe needle punched synthetic grass 
surface. Its five system variants achieve a critical fall height of up to 
3.2 metres and provide a durable and hard wearing surface, available 
in a range of 13 colours.

Grass Mats
Grass matting is a cost effective playground surface which can be 
laid directly over existing natural turf (where site conditions permit) 
It is best suited to smaller areas of high intensity use where natural 
grass would erode quickly.

Wet Pour Rubber
Wet pour rubber is normally installed in two layers. The base course 
in SBR rubber provides a spongy base and the wearing course 
in EPDM is applied to leave a durable finish, achieving critical fall 
heights of up to 3.0 metres.  Colours, patterns, games and lettering 
can all be incorporated into the surface.

Dura-Sport is one of the UK’s leading independent surfacing 
companies with over 15 years experience in the construction 
and renovation of play and sports facilities throughout the UK.  
As an independent specialist, Dura-Sport can supply and install 
the most suitable surface type for your project, within your 
specified budget.

In addition to surfacing, Dura-Sport can supply and install every 
element of your playground project including:

• Play equipment  • Furniture 
• Fencing  • Pathways 
• Lighting 

Please contact our technical department to discuss your 
requirements or visit the Dura-Sport website for further 
information.
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